DPJ Bean Polishers
3、Operation & Use
The machine must be installed steadily, before use, start it three minutes
under no-load, to check whether rotation direction is correct, whether its
operation is normal. Put beans in it after determining the machine works
normally. Add beans slowly from small flow till the machine works in
normal. The materials should be removed before stop and shutdown of
power supply.

DPJ-200B

DPJ-200C

1. Introduction
This equipment is used for clearing sundries, removing dust and
polishing of red bean, mung bean, soybean and other beans, with good
appearance, reasonable design, simple installation and easy operation. It
has low power, can use three-phase or single-phase power supply. The
machine has function of automatic dust collection, does not pollute
environment. The machine can also be equipped a hoist to save labor.
It is widely applied to bean products factories, beans sales point of
farmer’s market. Through polishing, the beans are significantly improved
quality, and promoted sale and sold at higher prices. Welcome customers
to choose and purchase.
2. Technical Parameter
Model
Power（KW） Output（t/h）
Remark
DPJ-200A
2.2～3
1～1.5
Easy
DPJ-200B
4～5.5
1.5～2.5
With dust collector
DPJ-200C
5.5～7.5
2.5～3
With dust collector and hoist
Equipment dimension: L1600×W1000×H1500 Packing size: 1600×
1000×1100(DPJ-200B)

4、Installation, Removal and Cloth Change of Roller
The roller of the machine is made up of wooden roller and cloth, output
by spiral using adhesive belt. When the machine is used to a certain time,
the bean polishing effect declines, the cloth roller should be changed.
Methods are as follows: remove original cloth roller, remove all the old
cloth, fold new cloth in 10 to 15 layer, cut it into cloth lists of 15 to 20
centimeters, according to the original rotation direction of adhesive belt,
nail up the cloth layers with round nails. Do not mistake the spiral
direction. The spacing of the cloth lists is in light with the original
spacing, about 10 to 15 centimeters. Then it can be installed to use.
5、Use of Dust Collector
Start the machine and the collector runs. Generally, water tank is
available to set the dust of the collector, the dust-collection bag is also
available. Remove after use of a period of time. At the bottom of
machine, it has a big clearing mouth, pull gate plate to remove big
sundries. Full set of air supply also should be removed dust regularly to
keep the smooth of air supply, otherwise it will affect the effects.
6. Contact Us Danyang Daliang Machinery Factory
Tel：86-511-82393598，13905294133
Fax：86-511-86120028
Add：153 East Yingbin Road Jiangshu Town, Danyang City, Jiangsu
Province P.C.：212364
E-mail: sales@dlmech.cn
Http://www.dlmech.cn

